INTERFACE

Our tools quality is equivalent to best of
class in cutting machine tools industry

Brief outline of your product range and their applications;

W

We are a Leading Manufacturer of Cutting
Machine Tools (Tool Holders, Boring Bars,
Soft Jaws etc.) producing thousand of
specifications in-house.

What are the specific advantages of using your products-?
(I)We are maintaining a good stock with a sufficient
delearship network.
(II)Our tools quality is equivalent to best of class in cutting
machine tools industry.
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Elaborate on your manufacturing locations, location of
plants, investments, technology & human resources.
We are situated at industrial town Faridabad in the
north Indian state Haryana. Our city is well
connected to the capital city New Delhi. It means
we are well connected to the World. We invest a
large amount of capital to establish high precision
machinery and equipment.
For engineering innovations – outline your company's
focus on R & D
We have a specific team for R&D. They are using
world class software for designing and modeling of
tools.
Quality Assurance Measures
We guarantee our workmanship on every single
piece we produce. We adopt strict norms for
maintaining high quality standards as our every
piece is go through a tough quality measure
procedures.
Growth prospects of your industry in India
Industries played a major role in developing
economies. As we are member of MAKE IN INDIA
family so it's clear that we have a great chance of
growth in coming years.
Marketing strategies that has lead to the success of your
products in India
We are a customer focused organization. We are
taking part in many reputed shows and Exhibitions
to interact with end users.

As now we have a

strong dealer network in mostly every state of India
same count is going on and on. Our motto is
serving an End user with high quality cutting tools
at competitive price.
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